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Recent FERMI observations provide a lower limit of 10−15 G for the magnetic field strength
in the intergalactic medium (IGM). This is consistent with theoretical expectations based on the
Biermann battery effect, which predicts such IGM fields already at redshifts z ∼ 10. During gravi-
tational collapse, such magnetic fields can be amplified by compression and by turbulence, giving
rise to the small-scale dynamo. On scales below the Jeans length, the eddy turnover timescale is
much shorter than the free-fall timescale, so that saturation can be reached during collapse. This
scenario has been tested and confirmed with magneto-hydrodynamical simulations following the
collapse of a turbulent, weakly magnetized cloud. Based on a spectral analysis, we confirm that
turbulence is injected on the Jeans scale. For the power spectrum of the magnetic field, we ob-
tain the Kazantsev slope which is characteristic for the small-scale dynamo. A calculation of the
critical length scales for ambipolar diffusion and Ohmic dissipation shows that these scales are
always small enough to allow significant amplification of the magnetic field by small-scale ed-
dies. We discuss potential implications for the protostellar accretion disk, with particular focus
on the magneto-rotational instability, which may change the morphology of the disk and reduce
the accretion rate by a factor of a few.
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1. The initial field strength: Upper and lower limits
An observational lower limit on the magnetic field strength in the intergalactic medium (IGM)
has been derived based on recent FERMI observations of TeV blazars [1, 2, 3]. For such blazars,
the TeV flux is known, and the expected GeV flux can be calculated by modeling the cascade of the
high-energy particles. The expected flux is however orders of magnitudes higher than the current
upper limit obtained with FERMI, unless magnetic fields deflected charged particles from the line
of sight. Based on these data, a lower limit of the magnetic field strength can be obtained. In
general, this lower limit depends on the assumed coherence length LB [1]. For LB > 0.1 Mpc, the
lower limit is of the order 10−15 G, while for smaller coherence lengths, the lower limits increases
as L−0.5B . As shown in [3], this IGM field fills more than 60% of the volume.
This observational constraint is consistent with theoretical expectations based on the Biermann
battery term [4]. In a cosmological MHD simulation, the generation of magnetic fields was fol-
lowed based on the Biermann battery effect [5], finding IGM magnetic fields of 10−15 G at z ∼ 10,
which may naturally explain the observed lower limits. Additional seed fields may be created by
the Weibel instability in shocks [6]. Even stronger magnetic fields may have been created in the
Universe before recombination [7, 8]. For such cases, an upper limit of ∼ 3 nG (co-moving) has
been derived from the observed reionization optical depth [9].
2. Amplification during gravitational collapse
During collapse and accretion, gravitational energy is released in the form of turbulence [10,
11]. Such accretion-driven turbulence can amplify weak magnetic seed fields by a process called
the small-scale dynamo [12]. For a naive estimate on the potential field amplification, we calculate
the eddy-turnover timescale for Kolmogorov and Burgers type turbulence, adopting scaling laws of
v ∝ l1/3 and v ∝ l1/2, respectively. On scales below 1 pc, the eddy-timescales become considerably
smaller than the collapse-timescale, so that saturation may occur during gravitational collapse. We
provide estimates for the saturation field strength as well as the actual field strength that could be
reached within a free-fall time in Fig. 1.
This scenario has been tested using MHD simulations following the collapse of a weakly
magnetized, turbulent cloud [13]. The simulations confirm that the magnetic field amplification is
stronger than the effect of pure compression, which would lead to a scaling relation of B ∝ ρ2/3 in
case of spherical symmetry. A spectral analysis shows that turbulence is injected at the Jeans scale
[14], and confirms the expected Kazantsev slope [15]. Using models for ambipolar diffusion and
Ohmic dissipation in primordial gas [16], we checked that the resistive scales are always smaller
than the Jeans scale during gravitational collapse (see Fig. 1).
3. Potential implications
Even the presence of weak magnetic fields can change the dynamics in the protostellar ac-
cretion disk via the magneto-rotational instability [17, 18]. The interaction of the MRI with self-
gravitational instabilities may effectively decrease the accretion rate and change the disk morphol-
ogy [19]. On the other hand, numerical simulations exploring the effects of homogeneous magnetic
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Figure 1: Left: Estimates on the field strength that can be reached within a free-fall time as a function of
scale. Shown are both the actual field strength to which the magnetic field is amplified by the small-scale
dynamo, as well as the maximum field strength where saturation would occur. This saturation field strength
increases continuously as a power-law until the scale where turbulence is injected, whereas the actual field
strength has a maximum between 1 and 10 pc.
Right: Important length scales during gravitational collapse. The black solid line shows the Jeans length as
a function of central core density. The ambipolar diffusion length scale for an equipartition magnetic field
is given by the dashed red line, while the dashed-dotted line corresponds to a field at 1/60 of equipartition.
The blue dotted line gives the Ohmic diffusion scale, which is independent of magnetic field strength. In all
cases, the dissipation scales are smaller than the Jeans length.
fields indicate the formation of jets and the suppression of fragmentation [20]. More detailed and
self-consistent modeling is thus required to address the final implications.
The small-scale dynamo may not only produce magnetic fields during primordial star forma-
tion, but also produce a strong seed field in the first galaxies [21, 22, 23]. The presence of global
rotation may lead to large-scale coherent fields already at high redshift [24].
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